So far, we have been conducting research to accumulate knowledge concerning information provision by the guide sign at the station, but in the current status it is possible to confirm the situation that useful measures are not yet applied to the sign at the terminal station. Therefore, in this research, we conducted an interview survey applying the Evaluation Grid Method which applies efficiently to the essential needs held by station users for additional signs, in order to realize an easy-to-understand guide sign.
In the research field dealing with human psychology including the interview by the evaluation grid method conducted in this thesis, it is necessary to strictly handle the contents of the teaching sentence and the words spoken by the subject, so the chart is in Japanese Created.
The suffix (parentheses) represents the indicated number. The thickness of the frame line / pass was changed according to the number of indications. In this research, we conducted an interview survey using the evaluation grid method with elements of additional signs posted at the station as elements. As a result, we clarified the evaluation structure of preferable additional signs for users in the station and extracted considerations to be addressed for a better sign plan. The findings obtained are summarized below.
· From the perspective of evaluating the additional sign of the station user, the four perspectives of "time reduction", "sen se of security", "fatigue reduction" and "reliability" came up in this survey, and we found that these four factors are important.
In order to raise the credibility of additional signs it is important to make it permanent rather than handwritten or handmad e.
In order to realize the movement smoothness contributing to above the three high-level concepts of "time reduction", "feeling of security", and "feeling of fatigue", "ease of finding" and "ease of judging the direction to the destination" is important.
In order to achieve "ease of finding", "expression on the board surface itself and contents in the board" and "proper sign arran gement within the view" are important.
The contents and directions drawn on the additional sign are easy to understand, making it easier to understand intuitively, and as a result it is easier to judge the direction of the destination. As a concrete design method of the "easy to understand contents and directions", " expression about contents in the board " and "proper sign arrangement on the plan of the station." are important.
Compiling also the knowledge obtained in the past research, there were things that could be useful knowledge not only for addi tional sign but also for official sign , as described below.
It is important to show the information that we want to emphasize in the sign beyond the height of the line of sight.
The size of letters on the signboard surface and the posting height of the sign influence "attractiveness".
"Enhancing movement smoothness" by the additional sign leads to an increase in the comfort of stations such as spiritual clearance and convenience as a result.
We are considering "preference" from the results of an interview survey using elements of additional signs in this research. But from now on, based on the fact that differences in purpose affect the evaluation on the same sign, we want to explore better information provision methods for station users by considering the design and planning method each use purpose of the signs, such as assuming the situations at the time of using the station or conducting experiments using different elements.
A STUDY ON THE EVALUATION CONSTRUCT OF SIGN AT THE STATION
A study on information provision method to station users focused on additional sign 
